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    From dark matter to the dark sector 
 
 The BaBar detector & datasets 
 
 Analysis e+e− → γA’, A’→ invisible 
 
 Analysis e+e− → µ+µ−Z’, Z’→ µ+µ− 
 
 Outlook 
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 Dark matter 
    Many evidences of its existence from cosmology since the 1930s (F. Zwicky) 
      → Star and galaxy rotation curves, CMB, structure formation, lensing 
    Null results so far from experiments aiming at detecting WIMPs 

       Weakly Interacting Massive Particles 
      → Non-accelerator-based  (dark matter particle detected by hitting a target) 
            and accelerator-based (dark matter particle production + detection)  searches 
 

 If the WIMP exists, what is its nature? 
   → Could it be part of a larger dark sector still to be explored? 
 

 Dark sector 
    Particles that couple weakly to the Standard Model 
      → For instance an extra U(1) group 
            Predicted by string theory and  
              several « Beyond the Standard Model » (BSM) models 
      → Dark photon search 
    Additional low-mass mediators required by models of light (sub-GeV) dark matter 
      → Z’ search 

Dark matter & dark sector 
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 The BaBar detector    The BaBar dataset (1999-2008) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Final detector paper published in 2013 
   http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2013.05.107  
 

 « The Physics of the B Factories » (BaBar + Belle): http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.6311  
 

 424 fb−1 @ ϒ(4S) ⇔ (471.0 ± 2.8) × 106 BB pairs – ‘onpeak’ 
   44 fb−1 recorded 40 MeV below the peak – ‘offpeak’ – to study background 
 

 30.6 fb−1 @ ϒ(3S) and 15.0 fb-1 @ ϒ(2S) – onpeak + offpeak 
 ~3.9 fb−1 from the final energy scan up to 11.2 GeV 

The BaBar experiment at the PEP-II B-Factory 
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 Previous BaBar searches 
     e+e− → γA’, A’→ e+e− or µ+µ−   e+e− → h’A’, h’→ A’A’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 PRL 108 (2012) 211801         PRL 113 (2014) 201801  
 
 This talk: e+e− → γA’, A’→ invisible 
    arXiv:1702.03327 [hep-ex], submitted to Physical Review Letters 
    Decay requires the existence of lighter dark sector states 
    Search for this decay by tagging the recoil photon in « single photon» events 
    Trigger at the end of the data taking: ~53 fb−1 collected at ϒ(3S), ϒ(2S) and ϒ(4S) 

Dark photon A’ search 
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Plot updated w.r.t. the publication 
to account for NA48/2 constraints 
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 Analysis overview 
    Single photon hardware + software triggers 
      → Low (high) Eγ

∗  > 1 (3) GeV 
            High (low) missing mass (mX) 
    Event with missing energy and momentum 
    Look for bumps in mX or photon energy Eγ 
 
 
 
    Background 
       e+e− → γγ, 1 γ not detected 
         → Identical to signal for low mA’  

          → Poorly-quantified background 
       e+e− → γγγ 
         → 1 γ not detected, 2nd out of acceptance 
       e+e− → γe+e− 

          → Both electrons out of acceptance 
          → Limitation on the photon energy 
       Beam background photons can deposit energy in calorimeter for signal events  

Dark photon A’ search 
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 Selection based on 
    Photon quality 
      → Energy, angles (lab and center-of-mass frames) 
    Small additional energy in the calorimeter 
      → Second highest photon (CMS) and total extra energy 
    No charged tracks originating from the interaction region 
    Missing 4-vector 
      → Direction, fiducial cuts 
      → Angular distance w.r.t. calorimeter crystal edge 
      → Hadron calorimeter  + muon veto 
 

 Consider two separate missing mass regions 
    Low mass: -4 < mX

2 < 36 GeV2 

       Residual background from  
          e+e− → γγ limits sensitivity 
    High mass: 36 < mX

2 < 69 GeV2 

       Smooth background 
 

 Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) trained to separate signal from background 
    Electromagnetic shower shapes and deposited energy 

Dark photon A’ search 
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Low mass region 



 Analysis refinement on the low mass region 
    To further reduce peaking contribution from e+e− → γγ near mX~0 
    Define three regions in the 2D-plane BDT output vs. photon angle 
       Tight 
          → Cut the residual peaking background 
       Loose 
         → Optimize for evidence of observation 
       Background 
         → Pure background sample 
 

 Data split into non-overlapping regions 
    Low mass: 9 datasets 
       {tight, loose && not tight, background} × ϒ(2S, 3S, 4S) 
    High mass: 4 datasets 
       {loose, background} × ϒ(2S, 3S) 
 

 Signal efficiency: a few percents slowly varying as mA’ 
 

 Systematics 
    PDF shapes, signal and trigger efficiencies 

Dark photon A’ search 
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 Signal yield extracted  from simultaneous fit to these regions for each dataset 
    166 different mass hypothesis; Crystal Ball PDF for signal 
    Background shape fixed 
    Signal yield, peaking and continuum (light quark-antiquark pairs) 
      background distributions floated 
 
→ No significant signal observed 
      Signal local significance   Focus on the most significant fit 
         mA = 6.22 GeV 
            Global sig.: 2.6 σ (p-value ~1%) 

Dark photon A’ search 
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 Dark photon – Standard Model fermion coupling with strength α’= ε2α 
 

 Limits (90% CL) in the mixing parameter ε vs. mA’ plane 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Large improvement with respect to previous searches 
 

 Rules out the entire region preferred by (g-2)µ anomaly 

Dark photon A’ search 
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 Previous BaBar search for a dark boson 
    e+e− → W’W’, W’ → l+l− 

 
 arXiv:0908.2821 [hep-ex] 
(unpublished) 
 
 
 
 
 
 Muonic dark force 
    Coupling only to second and third generation of leptons 
      → Gauge boson Z’ 
    Search for direct Z’ production  
      via Z’bremsstrahlung: e+e− → µ+µ−Z’, Z’→ µ+µ− 
      → This analysis: 
            Phys. Rev. D. 94,011102 2016 

Dark boson Z’ search 
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4 muons 

https://arxiv.org/abs/0908.2821
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.94.011102


 Analysis overview 
    Use 514 fb−1 collected at ϒ(4S), ϒ(3S) and ϒ(2S) energies 
    4 charged tracks required 
       At least 2 same sign muons identified  
    Additional neutral energy < 200 MeV 
    4-muon invariant mass within 500 MeV of the nominal center-of-mass energy 
    ϒ(3S) and ϒ(2S) datasets: veto events with a 2-muon candidate within 10 MeV 
      of the ϒ(1S) mass 
      → Reject decays ϒ(3S,2S) → π+π−ϒ(1S)  and ϒ(1S) → µ+µ− 

    Kinematic fit with beam energy constraint 
 
 Blind analysis 
    Selection criteria optimized using 5% of the available data 
    Training subset discarded for the actual analysis 

Dark boson Z’ search 
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 4-muon invariant mass     Reduced di-muon mass: mR 
    ϒ(4S) dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Signal region dominated by e+e− → 4μ background 
    Discrepancy 
       No initial-state radiation (ISR) in Monte-Carlo simulations (MC), PID, tracking 
      → Not important as the analysis is looking for a peak over background 
 

 Data / MC ratio used to correct the signal efficiency – εsig ~35÷50% depending on mR 
 

 Data and MC agree in low 4μ mass region 
    Factoring ISR contribution, corrections factors from both mass regions agree  

Dark boson Z’ search 
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 Signal yields computed as function of mZ’ separately for Y(2S, 3S, 4S) datasets 
    Unbinned maximum likelihood fits to mR 
 

 2219 fits in range 0 < mR < 10 GeV 
    Exclude region within ± 30 MeV of the J/Ψ mass 
    Mass window 
        ~50× mZ’ resolution      for mR > 0.2 GeV 
       Mass range 0÷0.3 GeV for mR < 0.2 GeV 
    Signal shape taken from MC 
      → MadGraph + Pythia simulations for several masses; interpolation in between 
 

 Cross-section 
    σ(e+e− → µ+µ−Z’, Z’→ µ+µ−)  
      =  Nsig / (Lumi × εsig) 
 

 Significance 
    SS = sgn(Nsig) × √[2log(L/L0)] 
     L: signal+background likelihood 
      L0: background-only likelihood 
 

→ No signal found over the whole mR range 

Dark boson Z’ search 
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 90% CL Bayesian upper limits for the cross-section 
    Likelihoods from Y(2S), Y(3S) and Y(4S) samples combined 
    Systematic uncertainties included 
       Signal + background modeling, luminosity, etc 
 

 Stringent upper limits on coupling constant ~ 7×10-4 near μ+μ− threshold 
    Assume identical coupling strengths for muons, taus and corresponding neutrinos 
    Can be interpreted as constraint on New Physics vector fields coupling to muons 
    Rules out most of the “g-2” favored region above the μ+μ− kinematic limit 
 

 Cross-section upper limit    Z’ coupling constraints 

Dark boson Z’ search 
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 Recent BaBar analysis probing the dark sector 
    Invisible decay of a dark photon 
      e+e− → γA’, A’→ invisible 
    Muonic dark force 
      e+e− → µ+µ−Z’, Z’→ µ+µ− 
 
 No evidence for any signal 
    90% upper limits computed 
      → Exclude some parameter space regions 
       
 More analysis ongoing on the BaBar side 
    Search for a dark scalar φ 
       Most promising channel: e+e− → τ+τ−ϕ, ϕ → e+e− or µ+µ− 

         → Coupling through the Higgs boson – proportional to the mass 
    Search for self-interacting dark matter 
       « Darkonium » (bound states if the dark sector coupling is strong) 
         decaying into multi-muon final states 

Outlook 
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